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QUESTION 1

What is correct regarding the operation of VSX and multicasting with PIM-SM routing configured? 

A. Each VSX peers runs PIM and builds its own group database. One of the VSX peers is elected as the designated
router (DR) to forward multicast streams to a receiver VLAN 

B. Each VSX peers runs PIM and creates a shared group database. Both VSX peers can forward multicast streams to
receivers in a VLAN, achieving load sharing 

C. Each VSX peers runs PIM and builds its own group database. Both VSX peers can forward multicast streams to
receivers in a VLAN, achieving load sharing 

D. Each VSX peers runs PIM and creates a shared group database. One of the VSX peers is elected as the designated
router (DR) to forward multicast streams to a receiver VLAN 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: "both VSX switches as a PIM Designate Router (DR). One node is the actual DR, the other node is the
proxy DR." "Only the actual DR performs multicast routing and forward traffic destined to groups to its downstream
VLANs in the data-path." https://www.arubanetworks.com/techdocs/AOS-CX/10.07/HTML/5200-
7888/Content/Chp_Pre_tra_loss/ip-mul-rou-10.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator has an AOS-CX switch configured with: 

router ospf 1 

area 0 

area 1 stub no-summary 

It is the only ABR for area 1. The switch has the appropriate adjacencies to routing switches in areas 0 and 1. 

The current routes in each area are: 

Area 0: 5 routes (LSA Type 1 and 2) 

Area 1: 10 routes (LSA Type 1 and 2) 

External routes: 2 (LSA Type 5) 

Based on the above configuration, how many OSPF routes will routing switches see in Area 1? 

A. 15 

B. 6 

C. 11 

D. 12 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A company has recently upgraded their campus switching infrastructure with AOS-CX switches. They have
implemented 802.1X authentication on access ports where laptop and IOT devices typically connect. An administrator
has noticed that for POE devices, the AOS-CX switch ports are delivering the maximum wattage to the port instead of
what the device actually needs. 

Concerned about this waste of electricity, what should the administrator implement to solve this problem? 

A. Implement a classifier policy with the correct power definitions 

B. Create device profiles with the correct power definitions 

C. Enable AAA authentication to exempt LLDP and/or CDP information 

D. Globally enable the QoS trust setting for LLDP and/or CDP 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A company is implementing AOS-CX switches at the access layer. The company wants to implement access control for
employees and guests. 

Which security features will require a ClearPass server to be installed and used by the company? 

A. Downloadable user roles 

B. Dynamic segmentation 

C. User-based tunneling (UBT) 

D. Change of authorization (CoA) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What is required when implementing captive portal an AOS-CX switches? 

A. Certificate installed on the switch 

B. Web server running on the switch 

C. Device fingerprinting 

D. AAA server 
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Correct Answer: D 
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